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About This Game

In this action game you can try your survival and strategy skills as well.The features includes multiplayer and cross platform
multiplayer mode, so you available to connect and play together or switch to a different device. This game is available on

windows, mac and linux .Transform faster than the others and get the highest scores.There is a shop system so you can buy
armor or high variation of weapons such as minigun, laser and lots of everything.

You available to choose different characters like ironman,
soldiers or many more. Enjoy the low-poly visual experience.

Play together with your friends and share your victory!

The current features include:

Multiplayer mode

Beautiful, low-poly visuals

Available on windows, mac linux

Cross platform multiplayer

Soldier and Iron mode

Shop system
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5 iron characters

9 soldier weapons

4 iron weapons
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When you wake up, you're in White Haven. You don't know anything apart that a little girl needs you. However, this abandoned
facility is creepy. And what's with antidote?

In other words, White Haven Mysteries has everything for me to enjoy: dark plot, mysterious places and a constant question of
why you? However, the game is giving away quickly the twist of the story... But still, it was exciting to know more. And
unfortunately, well, I'm still confused about many elements.

The gameplay is standard: find items, clear hidden objects, solve puzzles, etc.. The hidden objects scenes are quite a thing: big
list, items well hidden or partially visible, etc.. The puzzles were quite easy. I didn't really need to use the skip button. However,
sometimes, it wasn't easy to find your way through. But each area cleared is tagged as such, so, you know where to go
ultimately.

The graphics are good and the soundtrack is really giving you creepy feelings. I understand that the game is aimed more towards
horror and moments to jump on your chair, however, it's soft.

Apart the fact that on Win 8.1, I have to close Steam through the task manager because once White Haven closed, it's still giving
a signal that I'm still in the game, White Haven Mysteries is really a decent HO games. I just wish that the plot makes more
sense (in the end, I still don't know what I was doing there, who brought me here, if there is any real person behind, etc..).
Anyway, I'm still recommending the game.. Do not buy this, it breaks your game.. This game gave me an achievment while
literally doing nothing at all.
10/10. Lets be clear, Coppercube is intended to be simple and easy to use. This is a software for non programers, or those like
me who prefer to focus on art and design, rather than typing tons of code. For this Coppercube is the best out there. Porting
between PC, MacOS, WebGl, Android, and flash is near seamless. Most of the time its as simple as clicking the publish to
option. There are tons of behaviors and actions to mix and match to do most things you will need, and their is a Javascript API if
you want even more control. I've used quite a few game engines over the years (Multimedia Fusion, Gamemaker, 3DRad,
Jamagic, Gamesalad) and none were as easy and fast to develop 3D applications than Coppercube.

BUT if you looking for a engine that supports cutting edge technologies, endless libraries of game resources, portability to every
device on the market, and constant frequent updates, this may not be the engine for you. Coppercube is actively developed by
one dev but he also has a handful of other tools he manages so updates are usually months apart. While small there is a
community that shares custom actions, behaviors, and plugins for Coppercube. Keep in mind their are graphical limitations with
this engine, so don't expect the same level of GFX as you would expect from Unreal, Cryengine, or Unity.

As with Standard vs Professional, the only real difference is that Standard limits you to 10 scenes, and there is no limit on
Professional (professional also allows you to edit the source, but if you are able to do that you probably wouldn't need
coppercube anyways). To be honest you really don't need more than 10, its not too hard out a system where you can reuse nodes
to make larger scenes to reasonably stay within that limit. You can always upgrade later if you need it.

With that said I'm still happy with my decision with Coppercube. (I have the professional version) I have been developing a
game on it since December 2016. Hopefully you find this review is useful.

. This is hands down the worst game I have ever played. I'm even ashamed to admit that I played it. Do not buy this the money
would be better spent on dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. would have been nice to know that the co-op is in the
same pc not online, one of the only reasons i bought the game was for multi player, 4 of us bought it just to get shafted, fun
game already bored with single player.
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I tried BattleSky out of pure curiosity, finally something fresh to do after so many wave shooters in VR. This is a solid
foundation for a great game. I only tried the multiplayer part which is what I'm more interested in and I had a blast playing as a
dragon and biting heads off!

In Battlesky you have an aerial battle in the sky. Right now you can choose between two characters: A dragon and an Iron Man
type of character which actually has Iron Man flying mechanics.

It's very easy to get the hang off and the dragon actually has a flapping mechanic. It's quite funny to play.

The best part: I did not get any motion sickness at all!

Kudos to the developer for making this. Recommended.. Do I think this is a good game? In some respects, yes. The bikes are
fairly hard to handle as you move up the classes (as it should be) and the tracks are actually kinda fun. However, they need to
put the difficultly up to a point where you're doing well to be midfield on a midfeild bike. The AI drops around 1.5-2 seconds in
race trim, while yourself can keep the same laptimes. Takes away from a lot of good battles. Frustratingly, in the wet, the game
is horrible. No realism, too much grip (even on pro mode) and not enough sliding. Ruins all the positive points.. Was a good gag,
but I don't think ski games are ready for VR lol.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LsVueAHZtms. WOW I LOVE THIS GAME.

Its not finished, its not perfect, but my lord its amazing.

Im hopeful for more and more content plus a way of making things a little more intuative

along with fixing the issue of things not building due to a lack of being in a perfect spot

BUT its early access, i can put up with all that for the game weve got so far, KUDOS , PLEASE keep going with this, it has
GOTY Potential. This game is different ... yes different from other in the LEGO game series. But just that does not make this
game bad. It could be enjoyable if not for some strange changes to game mechanics. The worst change is inability to change
character at any time when you're in the hub. Ok, maybe it could be impossible while you haven't completed story arc, but you
actually can change character at any time, as long as you've unlocked that character and went to the place when it might be
roaming ... yes, that last part is one of the worst changes. You want to use specific character in the hub, go find it, at you can't be
100% sure where it is standing right now. Second worst change is kinda related. When you want to complete bonus\/treasure
missions, you need to use specific characters. Guess what? You have to switch both of your characters (P1 and P2) to those two,
that you need in this mission. Otherwise, even if you've unlocked needed characters, game won't switch them automatically. It
will only say, that you need eg. someone with a crystal skull and an explosive. 3rd change, which is not so bad, but still, that is
what makes this game so very different - story adventures are short, single area tasks. This is different from both previous
games and those being released after IJ2 (actually, maybe Harry Potter was a bit similar with it's classroom levels, but this
actually had sense).. For a long time, I've been looking for a game to play with a whole bunch of people. This one was perfect! It
was easy to set up controllers because of the ability to use your phones. The levels are so fun that it gets all my friends
screaming within a few seconds.. This game is a Subscribe to my youtube channel Strat2G\/10

Great Game!
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